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Incorrect Funding

In the published article, there was an error in the Funding statement. Due to our

mistakes, the fundings number were wrong.

The Funding statement previously stated:

“The author(s) declare financial support was received for the research, authorship, and/or

publication of this article. The research was financially supported by Graduate innovation

research project of Harbin Normal University(HSDSSCX2021-02 and HSDSSCX2021-10)

and Digital economy, bio-economy, carbon peaking and carbon neutrality strategy, and

creative design special projects of Harbin Normal University (XGT202307).”

The corrected Funding statement appears below.

“The research was financially supported by Graduate innovation research project of

Harbin Normal University (HSDSSCX2021-02 and HSDSSCX2022-35) and Digital

economy, bio-economy, carbon peaking and carbon neutrality strategy, and creative

design special projects of Harbin Normal University (XGT202307).”

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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